Sample Artwork of Treasure Chest

Deb Westgate-Silva kindly shared some student samples of artwork from Slater Junior High School in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Each picture includes a brief description of what the items mean or symbolize.

**Picture 1**
Lighthouse (the light symbolizes dreams/goals that will guide us through dark times to the right path); crayons (different colors all work together to create masterpieces); magnifying glass (don’t judge on appearances, get to know the facts); toy train (reminds me of what I learned about the Holocaust).

**Picture 2**
Includes a clock (use your time to do good); key (you are the key to your future); shoe (you’ll be more tolerant if you walk in someone else’s shoes); puzzle piece (we’re all different but can fit together); compass (choose your direction in life).

**Picture 3**
Includes puzzle (represents different things coming together); white rose (reminds me of the brave young people in the White Rose group that stood up for what they believed and protested Nazi policies); dice (life is an important game and you create the game board).